Conference Edition

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS GREETING
It is hard to believe we have once again planned a virtual
conference. As we planned we focused on a blend of what
the trends are in the province; the input you each share as
you fill in your training registrations each month; and the
“lessons learned” from past experiences and projects.
We have noticed there is a prevalent request for higher
level more in-depth training. We anticipate this is a
reflection of what caregivers are seeing as new children
come into their care. We are finding increased levels of
trauma, challenging behaviors; academic delays and
mental health difficulties; seem to have become the norm.
There are few if any “soft” placements these days.
We all need support and fresh tools in our tool boxes.
Along with the workshops designed to enhance your skills,
and training we have included a few focused on self-care.
One of the “lessons learned” during all of the isolation and
frustrations of COVID was a need to take time to care for
ourselves. Self-care is not selfish care. If we do not take
care of ourselves; who will there be to care for the
children?
We scheduled Conference this year in October instead of
September. Hoping this would make it less demanding on
families. Part of our goal would be for foster families to be
able to take a bit of time out of their demanding lives to
refresh and renew themselves with getting together at
conference (all be it virtual) before the holiday season
started to get into gear.
We hope in October, you will pour yourself a cup of tea or
coffee put your headphones on and join us for as much
training as fits in your schedule.

Vanessa Milley,
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CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER GREETING
Building on FPSO’s first successful virtual conference in
2021 and our monthly trainings, this year we are once
again offering a wide range of training virtually at
conference. The monthly training schedule has been well
attended through the year and it has proven to be an
excellent way to gather members for learning, peer
support and comradery.
Throughout the year, we have heard from our members
about the significant challenges they are facing in caring for
the children and youth in their care. Being a care giver has
consistently been a challenging role to fill and yet todays’
care givers must also navigate increasingly complex
behaviours and a child welfare system that is evolving, all
amid the impact of COVID. Care giving families are looking
for support and in turn they need training that will give
them actual tools to help support the youth in their care.
The FPSO Executive have endeavoured to listen, respond,
and then take forward concerns that have been raised. The
issue we find most challenging is reaching our grassroots
members directly so that we may take their issues and
concerns forward to the provincial stakeholders in child
welfare who may be able to make the changes the children
and care giving families require.
As individuals we often feel we may be the only ones facing
a particular issue and yet in reality, across the province
others are also facing the same challenges. Its when we can
speak on behalf of many members and the children, we
care for provincially that people start to listen. While we
are still in COVID mode and meeting virtually conference
gives us all the opportunity to learn new skills but also to
share our experiences and challenges with people who are
walking the same path as us. Please join us on our journey
to replenish the knowledge we already have, chat to
friends old and new and spend time with your peers who
understand the work you do each day to make a difference
in a child’s life.

FPSO Chief Executive Officer
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GREETINGS FROM CHILD WELFARE PARTNERS
Durham Children’s Aid Society is once again honoured to be a sponsor of this
year’s FPSO Annual Educational Conference. A long-standing and dedicated
advocate for foster parents, children, and youth, we are grateful for all the
FPSO does, especially as we’ve all worked together on the front lines during a
global pandemic, providing vital support for families.
With a focus on some of the most popular trainings of past conferences,
combined with an emphasis on self care and mindfulness, Durham Children’s
Aid Society hopes that all the participants can find ways to recharge and move
forward, partnering together to help children and youth reach their full
potential.

This year our theme for the annual FPSO training conference is “Replenish Your Tool Box”. Those of us who have provided
care since prior to COVID, are generally very aware of a depletion of ourselves as we continued to push forward during the
isolation and support vacuum that COVID created. We all went into our parenting with all the skills, training, experience and
commitment we have always had. These all still exist in each of us, but replenishing, refreshing and renewing of those
invaluable assets will help support us as we go forward.
Each month as we send out our monthly training fliers, we ask all of the registrants what areas they would like to see training
in. Many of your responses have given us direction as we sought to develop our conference to be relevant, have a good
amount of variety and cover off a number of areas you want to see. We hope you will find many of the workshops to be in
areas that will enhance the skills you already have, and replenish your tool box.
The Board did debate about how to host conference, did we want to be live; virtual; or a blend of the two? With how up and
down the “curve” was; the Board of Directors agreed virtual was the logical decision. We had hoped to have a live miniconference back in the spring, but with the jump in numbers in the winter we decided to push the planning for a live miniconference to spring 2023. We will all wait and see together if this will work out for us.
We love connecting and seeing you all on screen, but miss seeing you all and each other live.
.
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Following the virtual conference experience, we enjoyed last year; and the lessons learned. We will once again hold
our annual conference virtually.

The majority of trainings will be presented in their own time slot, so there is little need to choose between
two competing workshops.
Due to our observation that last year’s training schedule was a bit more demanding than was expected, we
have pared down to 2 workshops per day, each with a break or two, and a good space for lunch.
We have reviewed all of your input on the month-to-month training registration forms regarding your
training interests, and have done our best to offer trainings in areas you have indicated interest or need.
Conference will begin on Friday October 14th, and end on Saturday October 22nd.
Registration will open as soon as you receive your conference package, and will close on Wednesday October
12th, 2022.
This year the general workshops will, run for 3 hours, with one or two breaks according to the planning of
the workshop presenter.
Each general workshop will be at a cost of $25.00 ($30.00 for non-members)
Advocacy Three will be offered this year, and will be running for the full day on Saturday October 22. This
training is the only one with a different cost and it will be $75.00 ($100.00 non-members).
This year we will have a full Safeguarding course – This course is entirely revamped and captures all of the
input shared with us by many of our experienced advocates and leaders. We have designed the Safeguarding
to become a fifth Advocacy training module. We hope all of our advocates will consider taking the new revamped safeguarding training.
Advocacy Module Five – Safeguarding will run for a full day on Saturday October 22. – This Advocacy 5
Module will be $75.00 ($100.00 non-members).
NOTE *** Advocacy Module #5 – Safeguarding is open to any level of advocate, any foster parent
leadership, and any caregiver interested in learning more about safeguarding their home.***

Registration can be done by mail or online. All registration confirmations will be done via email. Confirmation email
will confirm your workshop selections and selected method of payment. Once your payment arrives at the Head
Office you will be confirmed in the workshop attendee numbers. Workshops do have a cap on numbers of attendees
so it is important to get your payment in to confirm your spot in your chosen workshop.
The virtual connection details for your workshop selections will be sent to you by email 24-48 hours ahead of the
workshop. (Please note, only registered participants may attend)
You will be able to participate either through your computer, laptop, tablet, smart phone or by call-in.
Registration forms may be printed from the package or from our website and mailed in with cheque. Application
training certificate will be issued via email.
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COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS REPORTS
GOVERNANCE AND POLICY
Child Welfare is an ever-changing legal entity, and as it changes and moves forward in time, we the Caregivers are required to change along with
the system. It seems the preverbal pendulum of care swings wildly from one extreme to another never settling where we would like it to settle in
the middle. As the system changes the Governance and Policy committee is always studying the trends; evaluating the challenges; gathering input
from the field and seeking to mitigate the challenges, and make recommendations towards what caregivers feel is in the best interest of the child
and the foster families and alternate caregiver families.
COVID has of course given a lot of reasons for meetings, phone calls and emails. Climbing out of COVID has not alleviated any of the need of work
for G&P. Over the summer we are seeking information on two main fronts in preparation for focused work in these areas in the fall as the Powers
that be swing back into the more regular pace of work.
We hope if you have not already filled out the form regarding caregivers input on how to improve Child Welfare that you will be able to take a little
time to complete the form. This form will serve to inform a package of information we will be takin into meeting and conversations in the fall.
We have also worked on a form to gather all of the financial information from caregivers, from per diems, to mileage, to entitlements and
reimbursable. We will be using this data in two ways. One way is to make available to foster parent and alternate caregiver leadership the
comparative numbers in a comprehensive living spread sheet. The goal with this it to support the conversations leadership has with their local
agencies to pursue increases. The other way this information will be used in in creating a package to the Ministry pursuing an evaluation of more
fair compensation based more closely to the cost of living.
We are counting on each of you to inform us so we can be a dependable dedicated voice of the foster parents of Ontario.
With respect;

Vanessa Milley
FPSO Governance and Policy Chairperson

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT
Welcome to the FPSO 2022 virtual conference! Throughout our fostering careers, we naturally gain experience and grow with each new child that
enters our homes. Additionally, quality training to address the increasingly challenging needs of today’s children and youth is becoming imperative.
At FPSO we approach the topics for training we offer from a place of personal experience and feedback received from the foster parent
community. This year’s FPSO conference aims to replenish your toolkit by offering training to increase your understanding of therapeutic foster
care and helps to support your day-to-day experience as a care giver. We aim to build on your awareness and ability to understand the needs of
children and young people, as well as your ability to care for and protect them. This goal is why supplying foster parent driven training is such a big
part of what we do. Many of us have taken training over the years on what causes various diagnoses and behaviours and what they look like so
this year to build on that knowledge we aim to give you tools to use in addressing the issues on a day-to-day basis in your homes. Caring for the
children and the youth is challenging work and requires healthy physical and mental well-being. Therefore, this year’s conference includes a day
and a half focused on self-care as we cannot successfully care for others if we are not caring for ourselves. I sincerely hope you will find training at
this year’s conference to support you on your fostering journey.
Sincerely;

Elaine Pratt
FPSO Conference Chairperson
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OPERATIONS AND SERVICES REPORT
Hello all !!
Hope everyone had a great year...
The slowing down of COVID restrictions have really helped in some ways.
Since the last conference I with great help from our executives, some directors, volunteers and my car group here in Windsor Essex have organized
a BIG CAR SHOW. Held at the Lebanese club in Leamington Ontario on May 22nd 2022...
312 cars came showing their vehicles and passion, we were happy to have a great band
" LEAVE THOSE KIDS ALONE " performing for us, food by the Lebanese club, a bouncy castle
Some vendors, lots of raffles "120" draws. And the 50/50. We ended the night with a huge fireworks display.
Sooo... a huge thank you to all that participated and helped put this event together..
And also to all our sponsors here in our community for giving generously to help cover the event costs.. Not to forget all the donations coming
from different places in the province also.
Now the search for another fun fundraiser for next year...
Keep posted
Have a great conference

Normand Lalonde
Operations and Services Chairperson
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Morning Session
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM

Lunch
12:00 pm –
1:00 PM

Afternoon Session
1:00 PM – 4:00 PM

Friday, October 14th

Hidden Wounds:
Emotional Abuse of Children
with Mary Jo Land

Parenting with Two hands –
Providing both nurture and structure
with – Kristin Gionfriddo, MSW, RSW &
Sian Phillips Ph.D.

Saturday, October 15th

Why Do Fathers Matter?
with Dr Audrey-Ann Deneault

Sunday, October 16th

no training

Monday October 17th

Managing and Understanding
Screen Time (digital fixation)
with Amanda lamb, Pine River
Institute

How Canada’s History Built the
Relationship Between Child Welfare &
Indigenous People
with Landy Anderson
Effective Meeting Strategies
with Vanessa Milley and
Elaine Pratt
Foster-Parenting Kids with Autism
Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
with Ruth Strunz

Tuesday, October 18th

Looking Beyond Behaviour Adolescent Parenting Skills
with Liz Lovricks

Wednesday, October 19th

The Need for Self Care
with Dr John DeGarmo

Thursday October 20th

Pep Talk - Seeing the Positive
Through the Negative
with Ulises Gonzales

All day training
Self-Care Practical – Introduction to
breathing + Grounding Strategies
with Emily Day
Feeding Babies and Kids: Problems and
Solutions
with Nicola Pratt

Friday October 21st

Managing Addictions and their
Impact
with Michelle Philips

Presentation from Justice for Children
and Youth
with Justice for Children and Youth

Saturday October 22nd

Advocacy Module #3 Eligibility Spectrum and How Investigations are Coded
with Dr. Tara Black
All day training
Advocacy Module #5 Safeguarding
with Esther Frost
All day training
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2022 WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS AND TRAINING SUMMARIES
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14TH

Emotional Abuse

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Mary Jo Land

Session
Summary

When a parent chronically frightens, humiliates, or ignores a child, the harm to the child may be pervasive
and life-long. Parental emotional abuse affects attachment and may result in developmental trauma.In
this course, we will examine the different forms of emotional abuse. We will talk about why this kind of
abuse happens, how to identify the hidden wounds of emotional abuse and learn strategies to support a
child or young person who has been emotionally abused.
We will explore:
• The different types of emotional abuse and why they are seen differently why emotional abuse
happens
• Who is affected by emotional abuse
• The range of impact of emotional abuse on child development
• How to identify emotional abuse in children and young people
• Strategies to support a child or young person who has been emotionally abused
•
Mary-Jo Land, Registered Psychotherapist, Hons. B.A. Psychology, with
distinction, Neuroscience and Behaviour, McMaster University. Specializing
in attachment, trauma and parenting. She serves children and families in
Southern Ontario. Mary-Jo is a Director of Adopt4Life and Mental Health
Chair. Mary-Jo is a former foster parent, a parent of five adult children, an
adoptive parent, and a grandparent of five great kids. She lives in Grey
County Ontario. www.maryjoland.com

Biography
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Parenting with Two hands – Providing both nurture and structure
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1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenters

Kristin Gionfriddo, MSW, RSW & Sian Phillips Ph.D.

Session
Summary

In this workshop participants will learn how to provide the help children need to move from
mistrust of relationships to trust. We will build on your existing knowledge and emphasize the
need for relational safety. We will introduce you to polyvagal theory and dyadic developmental
parenting, which is informed by what we know about developmental trauma. We will also
demonstrate grounding skills that help children regulate and also calm the nervous system. Come
with examples that challenge you. We will learn together what those behaviors mean in terms
that of the child’s experience and will learn how to respond them in ways that help children
know relationships can be trusted.

Biographies

Kristin Gionfriddo, MSW, RSW, is a social worker who works for the
George Hull Centre Institute of Childhood Trauma & Attachment as well as
the George Hull Centre Community Clinic. Kristin consults with the
intensive programs following extensive experience working both in live in
treatment and day treatment programs. Kristin has also been a part-time
professor at Humber College in the post graduate addictions and mental
health program since 2017. Kristin is completing her DDP practicum and
integrates her DDP skills with her DBT and TF-CBT training.
Sian Phillips, Ph.D. is a psychologist who has a private practice and
specializes in the assessment and treatment of children who have
experienced developmental trauma and the families that look after them.
She consults to a number of agencies that are committed to using DDP as a
framework to understand and work with biological families as well as foster
and adoptive parents. She has developed a specialized school program to
work with students whose attachment and trauma difficulties prevent them
from accessing regular education. Staff are trained in DDP and DDP
principles are an integral part of the programming. She also supports school
boards who are using DDP to developing trauma-informed schools. She has
two recent publications: Belonging: A Relationship-Rased Approach for
Trauma-Informed Education (Phillips, Melim and Hughes 2020) and Working
with Relational Trauma in Schools (Golding, Phillips & Bomber, 2020).
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15TH

Why Do Fathers Matter?

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Dr Audrey-Ann Deneault

Session
Summary

Why do fathers matter? A growing body of research shows that fathers make important and, in
some cases, unique contributions to children’s positive development. Fathers are, however, often
forgotten when discussing child development and family dynamics. In this training, we will discuss
how fathers matter for children’s development and present research-based strategies for fathers
to support the development of their foster children.

Biography

Dr. Audrey-Ann Deneault is a postdoctoral fellow at the University of
Calgary’s Determinants of Child Development Lab, working under the
supervision of Dr. Sheri Madigan. She completed her Ph.D. in Experimental
Psychology at the University of Ottawa. Her research examines how parentchild relationships and parent-child attachment foster positive socioemotional and cognitive development in children. She is particularly
interested in father-child relationships and the influence of different family
systems (e.g., coparenting relationship, sibling relationships) on child
development. Her research is funded by a Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) Postdoctoral Fellowship and a
supplement from the Fonds de Recherche du Québec - Société et culture
Postdoctoral Fellowship Supplement.
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How Canada’s History Built the Relationship Between
Child Welfare & Indigenous People

October 2022

1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenter

Landy Anderson Author/Educator, C.C.W., M.Ed. MSW

Session
Summary

The relationship between the child welfare system and Indigenous people is directly linked to
colonialism and current-day oppressive paradigms that fuel the overrepresentation of Indigenous
children in Canada’s child welfare system. According to Census 2016 data, 52.2% of children in
foster care under 14 years old are Indigenous (Government of Canada, 2021). Sadly, “between
1989 and 2012, Indigenous children have spent more than 66 million nights in foster care – the
equivalent of 180,000 years” (Edwards, 2017a, para. 6). Due to the collective traumas related to
colonialism, racism, and genocide (Alberton et al.,2020, p. 6; National Inquiry into Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, 2019, p. 379), Indigenous people are experiencing more
childhood abuse and neglect, child welfare involvement, discrimination, structural violence and
oppression, poverty, incarceration, homelessness, and health and educational disparities
(Alberton et al., 2020. 5–7). During this training session, participants will gain an understanding
of colonialism and how Canada’s history constructed the relationship between the child welfare
system and the Indigenous community.

Biography

Landy Anderson is a Senior Manager with over 30 years of
experience in child welfare. She has worked as a child protection
worker, supervisor, and senior manager in several Children’s Aid
Societies in Ontario for various departments, such as Community
Services, Shelter &amp; Transition Housing, Aboriginal Head Start,
Youth Services, Intake, After Hours, Family Services, Placement,
Kinship Services, Customary Care, Foster Care, and Adoption. Landy is
a former Treatment Foster Parent and Licensed Group Home
Operator. She has supervised staff-operated group homes and foster
care departments for various child welfare agencies including
Indigenous Children’s Aid Societies, known as Child &amp; Family
Well-Being Agencies. Landy is a Child Care Worker and holds a
Master of Education – Focusing on Urban Aboriginal Education and a Master of Social Work.
Additionally, Landy teaches at her local university in the Child and Youth Studies program. She
has published a book entitled The Foster Parent Survival Guide: How to Navigate the Child
Welfare Matrix. Landy started a Duty to Report Campaign calling on the provincial government to
legislate two Duty to Report recommendations from Katelynn Sampson’s inquest. This will help
Ontarians understand how to report suspected child abuse and neglect to their local children’s
aid society and prevent other children from dying. To learn more about Landy visit her website
http://www.fosterparentsurvival.com/ or visit her YouTube cooking channel by searching Landy
Andersons Cookie’s Kitchen!
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SUNDAY OCTOBER 16TH

Effective Meeting Strategies

All day, 9:00AM – 4:00PM

Presenters

Vanessa Milley and Elaine Pratt

Session
Summary

This workshop will focus on the strategies and structures of how to have an effective meeting. As
experienced Foster Parents and FPSO leadership roles we will be coming from a place of
experience, process and past successes. We will be discussing how best to participate in
meetings with the professional support teams around the children in our homes , how do we
successfully advocate for their needs to be met from a position of knowledge about the child .
We will also cover leadership of larger meetings (perhaps an FPA meeting or general meeting);
and those smaller advocating or mediating meetings. As we will be looking at leading, supporting
a lead and participating as an attendee; this workshop would be good for both leaders and nonleaders alike.

Biographies

Vanessa Milley is FPSO Chief Executive Officer, Chief Communications Officer & Governance and
Policy Chairperson; and has served on the FPSO Board for the past 14 years. While fostering for
the CAS Vanessa volunteered on her local FPA for 17 years 13 of
those years as President, and 8 as Regional FPSO Director. Vanessa
has fostered in the Private Sector since 2018. Vanessa has served on
one board or another for the past 43 years, beginning as a youth an
learning from one leader after another. These combined experiences
have taught many strategies around effective attendance to
meetings, participating, supporting or assisting the meeting lead and
being the meeting chair herself. She looks forward to this opportunity
to share from experience, observation, and a bit of "book learning".
Elaine Pratt has been a Foster Parent for the Children's Aid Society of
Toronto for 22 years. She is the President of the CAST FPA , Ontario
CFFA Director, the COO of FPSO and also the conference chair. Prior to
fostering Elaine ran Family Resource Centers in Ontario and Nursery
Schools in Manitoba, Scotland and England. Elaine’s experience
participating in meetings has been garnered over years of advocating
for her 4 own children, the foster children in her home and also on
behalf of foster families at all levels of child welfare, the school and
medical systems.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 17TH

Managing and Understanding Screen Time (Digital Fixation)

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Amanda Lamb

Session
Summary

Understanding and Managing Screen Time: Learn how to create conversations and set
boundaries and limits to help tweens and teens balance screen time, social media and online
activities. Exploring why kids are drawn to using screens and what it says about their needs.
Understanding the difference between “addictive use” and “normal use”. Looking at safety
considerations and how to connect with your child around their media use.

Biography

Amanda Lamb began her career at Pine River in 2010 and brought with her a
strong passion for working with youth and their families to support positive
communication and relationships. Through her time at Pine River she has
worked with countless families that struggle with mental health and
addictions, first as a Youth Counsellor and then as our Aftercare Coordinator.
In 2018 Amanda returned to school and has since completed her training as a
Relational Psychotherapist. She lives in Peterborough with her two young
children.
As our newest Director of the Center for Family Initiatives, Amanda brings a
deep commitment to the wellbeing of youth and their families through
empathy, acceptance and compassion. She is experienced in working with
families who find themselves in crisis as well as with those that are just starting to explore the field of
mental health. Amanda hopes that by educating and supporting families early on, they can foster greater
resilience and sustain their mental wellness through difficult life transitions and the challenges we all face
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Foster-Parenting Kids with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
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1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenter

Ruth M. Strunz, RP, CCC (ASD/AHD Mental Health Specialist)

Session
Summary

Parenting and foster-parenting kids with ASD is a Big Adventure, full of the challenges and
delights that a Big Adventure inevitably brings! This workshop will help foster parents understand
the impacts of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) on a child’s mental health, and provide practical
parenting tools to understand, support, teach and advocate for your child with ASD. And, there
will be time reserved within this workshop to respond to participants (non-identifying) questions.
After this workshop, participants will have answers to these questions: • What exactly are “social
skills”, how do kids with ASD learn them, and how do I teach them, to my foster-kid with ASD? •
What is the connection between underdeveloped social skills and tantrums/meltdowns, and why
does this matter? • What are the mental health impacts of a “meltdown” on the child with ASD?
And how do I respond with compassion and support in these stressful times? • What are
“sensory supports” and why are they important for kids with ASD? • Where can I get more help
or support for my foster-child with ASD?

Biography

Ruth Strunz holds a Master of Counselling Psychology and is
licensed as a Registered Psychotherapist and a Canadian Clinical
Counsellor. She provides attachment-based psychotherapy and
play therapy, specializing in supporting children and adults with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and other neuro-psychological
conditions which impact relationship-building. Ruth is a Clinical
Supervisor and provides individual and group supervision and
consultation to therapists at all stages of their careers! Ruth
promotes secure adult-child attachment as foundational for
optimal development, recovery from trauma, successful learning
and robust mental health for individuals, families, and
communities. She developed an attachment-based model of ASD-Informed Psychotherapy
(Strunz, 2018) which enables mental health clinicians to adapt their preferred therapeutic
approach for accessibility to neurodivergent individuals and families. As an attachment-based
intervention, ASD-Informed Psychotherapy is enhanced for use with children by a robust, parent
training component. Ruth greatly enjoys helping parents and mental health professionals to
recognize and meet the mental health needs of the neuro-diverse population. Prior to the Covid
pandemic, she regularly presented workshops for teachers in public and private schools,
provided professional development opportunities for members of the Canadian Counselling and
Psychotherapy Association, and facilitated parent and professional learning/support groups
sponsored by Adopt Ontario, CAS, Autism Ontario and Treatment Foster Care, among others.
During the pandemic Ruth adapted her practice for virtual delivery, actively contributed to the
CRPO Quality Assurance Initiative, and is currently writing her first book. Along with all the
above, Ruth feels incredibly blessed to be the mom of 2 biological, 1 adopted and 3 step-kids –
who were (and continue to be) her REAL trainers and mentors, when it comes to understanding
and supporting neurodivergent kids and adults!
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18TH

Looking Beyond Behaviour, Adolescent Parenting Skills

All day, 9:00AM – 4:00PM

Presenter

Elizabeth Lovrics

Session
Summary

Through a developmental, attachment and trauma lens, this interactive workshop will provide an
understanding of the possible factors and causes of challenging and difficult behaviour in adolescents. The
workshop will also provide audience members with tools and techniques to effectively manage challenging
moments and improve relationships.
Course outcomes will include: useful techniques for recognizing and responding to adolescents with
behavioural, social and emotional difficulties, practical information on ways to engage youth at home, and
hands-on skills to enable foster parents to respond to situations effectively.
Topics to be discussed will include: theories and factors behind presenting behaviours; looking beyond the
behaviour; techniques for the redirection and modification of disruptive or unsafe behavior; practical
strategies for dealing with challenging behaviours; and emotion regulation using mindfulness, validation and
limit setting.
Learning Objectives:
1.
Increase participant’s understanding of the underlying causes of challenging behaviour.
2.
Acquire a variety of management strategies to support effecting changes in behaviour through
positive means.
3.
Increase participant’s awareness of their impact on behaviour and acquire strategies for more
effective interventions.
Workshop Agenda
·
Overview of mental health and behaviour related to youth, including a review of normative and
adaptive development, influences of bio-social predispositions, trauma, attachment behaviours, and
mental health issues.
·
The ways in which children behave are often ways to cope with their environment and stress, and their
responses may be both adaptive and maladaptive.
·
Ways to effectively respond when encountering emotional, behavioural and relational difficulties
presented by youth.
·
Techniques to manage problematic behaviours, including, mindfulness, self-soothing, intense
emotions, explosions, and moods, and tolerating stress.
·
Improving communication and effective limit setting.
· The role of mindfulness and validation as effective interventions – self-care, positive role modeling, coregulation.

Biography

After a brief career in the fine arts field, and then taking some time off to raise
3 children, Elizabeth Lovrics embarked on a career in children’s mental health.
For 20 years, Elizabeth worked at the Sickkids Center for Community Mental
Health, formerly known as the Hincks Dellcrest Centre, in the residential
treatment programs. She initially worked with the adolescents with complex
mental health needs as a frontline worker then as the Child and Family
therapist. She has certificates and specialized training in a variety of therapy
models including DBT, CBT, Narrative Therapy, and Trauma and crisis
intervention. She has co-created and facilitated skills groups for adolescents in
the residential programs and for their parents. Currently, Elizabeth is in private
practice in Toronto. She has facilitated workshops for community members
and professionals in a variety of settings across the GTA, the northern
community, other provinces, and the US.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19TH

The Need For Self Care

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Dr John DeGarmo

Session
Summary
Biography

This session examines the realities of Compassion Fatigue, Burnout Stress, for foster parents, and offers
solutions to best treat this form of stress, and how to care for themselves as they care for children in crisis
Dr. John DeGarmo is an international expert in parenting and foster care
and is a TEDx Talk presenter. Dr. John is the founder and director of The
Foster Care Institute. He and his wife have had over 60 children come
through their home as foster parents. He is an international consultant to
schools, legal firms, and foster care agencies, as well as an empowerment
and transformational speaker and trainer for schools, child welfare,
businesses, and non profit organizations. He is the author of several foster
care books, including Keeping Foster Children Safe Online: Positive
Strategies to Prevent Cyberbullying, Inappropriate Contact, and Other Digital Dangers and writes for
several publications. Dr. John has appeared on CNN HLN, Good Morning, America, and NBC, FOX, CBS, and
PBS stations across the nation. He and his wife have received many awards, including the Good Morning
America Ultimate Hero Award. He can be contacted at drjohndegarmo@gmail, through his Facebook page,
Dr. John DeGarmo, or at The Foster Care Institute.

Self –Care Practicle - Introduction to breathing + Grounding strategies

1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenter

Emily Day

Session
Summary

Introduction to breathing + Grounding strategies
-why we use them, when to use them and how to use them.
this insight to breath work and grounding strategies strengthens the connection between mind-body
supporting in the moment awareness, self-regulation as well as emotional regulation. Accessible breath
work for all members of the family to begin implementing
Self-Care Practices – planting the seeds of self-care targeting domains of Recreation Therapy including
spiritual, cognitive, emotional, physical, and social supports.
This portion of the self-care training is about various outlets that will be therapeutic in self-care supports
and when to reach for these activities during times of stress and low activation.

Biography

Finally, to sum up the training a guided meditation to bring folks into a state of calm and connectedness.
Following this a chance for open dialogue and questions to go over anything listeners made need support
with post training.
Emily Day brings a wealth of knowledge and experience from teaching
somatic and limbic styles of healing, to leading yoga, meditation and
mindfulness sessions. Emily is a breathwork facilitator, providing energetic
and trauma support practices. Emily works full time as a Wellness
Counsellor for a recovery center dedicated to first responders and
veterans, as her expertise and passion led her towards supporting folks
through the recovery process of PTSD, trauma and addictions. When Emily
isn’t working and offering community supports, she enjoys spending time
with her 6-year-old son in nature, camping, reading and enjoying down
time with her family and friends.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20TH

Pep Talk - Seeing the Positive through the Negative

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Ulises Gonzalez

Session
Summary

The Pep Talk!- You feeling down and in funk? Trying to see the positive through all the negative? This
program is designed to gain a different and unique perspective in life and how sometimes we forget to enjoy
the little things that are positives in our life. We use different theories to gain a positive perspective in our
daily lives by discussions, activities, and fostering an environment in which we will focus on positives in life
and learn how to handle the emotions, and situations that arise. An optimistic view of the world outside!
We together will look at how positivity and optimism can impact your mental health, we will look at how the
impact happens and the benefits it can give you when you practice this view on the world!
My name is Ulises Gonzalez, Mental health worker for CMHA for about 7 years, working currently under
the Community Wellness Program. I am from El Salvador and a graduate from
Western. I love life and all that is has to give and the potential it has to create
and experience, this is why I am such a big believer in positive psychology,
mindfulness and optimism! I always look for what we can learn from an
experience and reflect on how I can apply it next time my life is challenged. As
we walk our own paths, we will encounter great people and opportunities
along the way, but it will subjective upon the individual to follow through on
committed action, and this is where I can help

Biography

Feeding Babies and Kids: Problems and Solutions

1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenter

Nicola Pratt, M.Sc S-LP(C), Reg. C.A.S.L.P.O. Speech-Language Pathologist / Feeding Therapist

Session
Summary

What is a mealtime?
• Why do some children struggle with feeding?
• Red flags/risks for feeding and swallowing disorders
• Debunking common myths about feeding kids
• Caregiver and child perspectives – the emotional side of feeding disorders
• Setting the stage for improved feeding and happy mealtimes
• Babies – Helpful tips for bottle feeding, starting solids, self-feeding, cups
• Toddlers/Kids – Helpful tips for picky eating, refusal, mealtime behaviours
• Kids with disabilities - (Autism, tube feedings, neurodevelopmental issues, ARFID)
• Questions and Discussion
Nicola Pratt is a Speech-Language Pathologist & Feeding Therapist, who has specialized in pediatric feeding
and swallowing disorders for over 20 years. Nicola has clinical experience in hospital settings, schools,
daycares, and feeding clinics; however, her primary area of practice is home-based care. Nicola offers a
unique perspective on the dynamics of feeding challenges, having had the privilege of working directly in
family homes for over two decades. Nicola works as a member of interdisciplinary teams, including
SickKids and Holland Bloorview Kids Rehab, to support babies and children with feeding difficulties.
Nicola is the owner and Clinical Director of FeedingPlus, a telehealth practice offering pediatric feeding and
swallowing intervention. She has expertise with infants and children with complex disabilities and medical
issues affecting feeding and swallowing, including children that require tube feedings to support their
nutrition. Nicola also works with typically developing children with feeding difficulties like picky eating and
challenging mealtime behaviours. Throughout her career, Nicola has provided teaching and mentorship
and writes a regular feeding blog offering free resources to caregivers and clinicians. She has recently been
appointed as an Adjunct Lecturer at The University of Toronto.

Biography
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21ST

Managing Addictions and their Impact

9:00AM – 12:00PM

Presenter

Michelle Phillips

Session
Summary

When people experience mental health and/or substance use problems, their lives are
significantly affected—and they are not alone in their experiences. The impact of mental illness
and addictions extends beyond the individual to family members, friends, co-workers and others.
It is important to understand the impact of these issues on you and other family members and
the role you can play in recovery.
Having a good understanding of substance use problems and the experiences of your loved one
will help you to be supportive. In this session, we will explore terminology related to substance
use and addiction. We will also look at why people use drugs, the risk factors and causes of
addiction and how to recognize the signs of substance use problems

Biography

Michelle Phillips is a Public Educator at the Canadian Mental Health
Association Thames Valley Addiction and Mental Health Services. In
addition - she is also a Certified Nutritionist and Personal Trainer. She
has over 11 years of experience in the field of health promotion and
has worked with various populations – Mental Health and Addictions,
Adult Fitness, Professional Sports Teams, Developmental Disabilities,
& Long-term Care.
Michelle is a strong advocate for individuals experiencing mental
health problems/illness & addictions within the community. She is dedicated to reducing stigma,
and creating a culture of support by helping individuals build their mental health and substance
use knowledge.
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1:00PM – 4:00PM

Presenters

Part One Emily Chan; Part two Allison P. Williams

Session
Summary

The first part of this session by Justice for Children and Youth lawyers will start with an
introduction to the work the clinic engages in, the range of legal services provided, and how to
access them. Then moving onto the education system and the breadth of rights, processes and
procedures that young people and their caregivers face; particularly as it impacts those involved
in the child welfare system. Topics covered will include attendance laws, progressive discipline
requirements and processes, and special education accommodations, procedures and challenges.
The second part of this session will address the rights of children and youth who are involved in the child
welfare system in Ontario and various provisions of the Child Youth Family Services Act. Included will be
discussions on the services that JFCY provides within this context, specific age based rights, privacy
provisions, sibling access, being in care and leaving care, and Voluntary Youth Services Agreements.

Biographies

Emily Chan (she/her) - Community Development Lawyer, Justice for
Children and Youth
Emily is the Community Development Lawyer at Justice for Children
and Youth; a legal clinic with specialized expertise in Children’s
Rights across a broad spectrum of legal areas. She has been with the
clinic since 2003 and has appeared at all levels of tribunals and
courts, participates in law reform, community initiatives, and
speaking engagements to a broad range of audiences about the legal
rights of children. Emily is a board member of the Canadian Coalition
for the Rights of Children and the Canadian Association for the
Practical Study of Law in Education; and also on the executive of the
Education Law and Constitutional, Civil Liberties and Human Rights Law sections of the Ontario
Bar Institute. Emily graduated from Queen’s Law School, articled at the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice as the dedicated Divisional Court law clerk, and was called to the Bar in Ontario in 2002
Allison P. Williams (she/her) – Litigation Lawyer, Justice for
Children and Youth
Allison joined JFCY to provide summary legal assistance and referrals
to JFCY callers in October 2019; and has continued in the role of
Litigation Lawyer. Allison originally hails from Northwestern Ontario
and attended Osgoode Hall Law School after completing a BA from
Queen’s University and a MA from the University of Toronto. While
at Osgoode, Allison received an Ian Scott Public Interest Fellowship
and spent a summer working for the Ground Council Treaty # 3
Women’s Council. Following law school, Allison articled at the Office
of the Children’s Lawyer before being called to the bar in Ontario in 2016. Prior to joining JFCY,
Allison spent several years working at a small firm practicing primarily immigration and refugee
law, administrative law, and family law.
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22ND

Advocacy Module 3 –
Eligibility Spectrum and How Investigations are Coded

All day, 9:00AM – 4:00PM

Presenter
Session
Summary

Dr. Tara Black
This workshop will focus on investigations conducted by child welfare agencies in Ontario. We will discuss
changes in legislation, policies and practices surrounding investigations, as well as the types of
maltreatment being investigated. We will review Ontario’s tools including the eligibility spectrum, safety
assessment, and risk assessment. There will be focus on evidence-based practice in child welfare.

Biography

Tara Black joined the Factor-Inwentash Faculty of Social Work (FIFSW) in October 2013 as an Assistant
Professor. Dr. Black has over 15 years of child welfare experience in various capacities including positions
at youth treatment centres, front-line child protection, co-manager for the 2008 Canadian Incidence Study
of Reported Child Abuse and Neglect (CIS-2008), training MSW and PhD students, and most recently
managing the OCANDS (Ontario Child Abuse and Neglect Data Systems) project at the University of
Toronto. Her current research interests are in child maltreatment, resilience, and research methods.

Advocacy Module 5 Safeguarding
Presenter
Session
Summary

All day, 9:00AM – 4:00PM

Esther Frost
Safeguarding is the practise of purposeful awareness of valid risks; and the choices or actions taken to
reduce, mitigate, and balance the risks.
This training evaluates and identifies the risks within the Child Welfare sector to all members of the foster
family. Then helps to support the development of principles and practises that will decrease the risks. This
training has been developed as a fifth level of the FPSO Advocacy training package. As the Advocacy
training has matured and been practised by active Advocates all across Ontario, we have over time become
acutely aware of the partnership between advocating for a family already in crisis, and advocating for a
family to prevent a crisis. Safeguarding is one of the crucial practises that can help avoid a crisis.
We are recommending this course for all Advocates of any training level as well as those fully trained and
active in the field. This course is also open to any foster family who wishes to have a greater awareness of
the value and recommendations of Safeguarding.

Biography

Esther Frost has been a Registered Psychotherapist with Children’s Mental Health for 24 years. Initially
supporting youth in various group homes then shifted to supporting
families with young children in Kindergarten and Grade 1 at risk of
suspension. For the past 13 years Esther has spent her career supporting
Early Years children and families in their homes by offering services such as
parenting support, counselling and links to assessments. For 19 years
Esther has also been a full-time foster parent, most frequently to
teenagers, most of whom have long placements with Esther and her
husband Kirk. for the last year, Esther has shifted from Children’s Mental
Health to starting her own counselling private practice. This choice was
partly to support her high needs foster children from home while still
staying connected to the field of mental health.
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FPSO C O N F E REN C E R EG I ST R AT I O N F O R M
O C T O B ER 14 T H – O CT O B E R 22 N D
First Name:

Last Name:

Address:
City:

Postal Code:

Home Phone:

Email:

Cell Phone:

Do you wish for your email to be added to the training contact list? Yes ☐ already on the contact list ☐

not now ☐

Foster Parent Association / Agency Affiliation:
Are you a … Foster Parent ☐ CAS Staff ☐ Advocate ☐ FPA President ☐ Other:

If filling out online please use the link HERE to use our google form.
The pricing structure is:
One half-day workshop
Adolescent Parenting Skills
Advocacy Module 3 - Eligibility Spectrum and How Investigations are Coded
or
Advocacy Module 5 - Safeguarding
All-Inclusive Package: Can attend all half-day workshop training sessions,
and both full-days Please indicate which Advocacy training you will attend
as they run concurrently.

Member Price

Non-Member Price

$25
$50

$30
$60

$75

$100

$350

$400

If you are not a member and would like to be, please go to member section of FPSO website fill out membership form and send in along
with conference registration to receive membership discounts. 2022 FPSO Membership fee $30.00 per open home

Electronic payments can be made via
etransfer to:
Please forward any inquiries to:
Or contact us by phone:

Cheques are made payable to:

Please mail registration form and check to:

FPSOPayments@fosterparentssociety.org
FPSO@fosterparentssociety.org
Head Office:

905-788-6820

FPSO Conference 2022
FPSO Head Office
340 Kingsway
Welland ON
L3B 3N9

Please Select Which Workshop Sessions you will be attending
Workshop/Session Title
Date/Time(s)

Cost

Emotional Abuse

Fri Oct 14

9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

Parenting with Two hands – Providing both nurture and structure

Fri Oct 14

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Why Do Fathers Matter?

Sat Oct 15

9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

How Canada’s History Built the Relationship Between Child
Welfare & Indigenous People
Effective Meeting Strategies

Sat Oct 15

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Sun Oct 16

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Managing and Understanding Screen Time (Digital Fixation)

Mon Oct 17

9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

Foster-Parenting Kids with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

Mon Oct 17

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Looking Beyond the Behaviours - Adolescent Parenting Skills

Tues Oct 18

9:00AM – 4:00PM

☐

The Need for Self Care

Wed Oct 19

9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

Self Care Practical – Introduction to Breathing + Grounding
Strategies
Pep Talk – Seeing the Positive Through the Negative

Wed Oct 19

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Thurs Oct 20 9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

Feeding Babies and Kids: Problems and Solutions

Thurs Oct 20

Managing Addictions and Their Impact

Fri Oct 21

9:00AM – 12:00PM

☐

Presentation from Justice for Children and Youth

Fri Oct 21

1:00PM – 4:00PM

☐

Advocacy Module #3 Eligibility Spectrum and How
Investigations are Coded
Advocacy Module #5 Safeguarding

Sat Oct 22

9:00AM – 4:00PM

☐

Sat Oct 22

9:00AM – 4:00PM

☐

1:00PM - 4:00PM

All-Inclusive Package
- I would like access to all trainings
- For Advocacy I will be attending:

Advocacy Module #3

☐

Advocacy Module #5

☐

☐

Total Cost

